RCC acting class presents “Venting Games”

GRANTS PASS — “The Venting Games,” a series of student-written scenes centered on the idea of solutions-based venting, will be performed March 13 and 18 at Rogue Community College.

Students in the class Fundamentals of Acting will perform 3-4:30 p.m. in the Rogue Auditorium, 3345 Redwood Hwy. Topics include scary movies, tolerance of others, fast food, gratitude and FaceBook.

Doors open 15 minutes prior to the event. Admission is “pay what you want.” For more information, contact instructor Wayd Drake at 541-281-0981 or wdrake@roguecc.edu.

###

Twitter cue: #RCC Fundamentals of Acting class presents “The Venting Games” @ RWC from 3-4:30pm on March 13 & 18. Details: 541-281-0981